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In China, development between rural and urban economic gap is growing due to 
uneven economic. In order to shorten the gap, local conditions moves one after 
another using the unique environmental resources in rural areas in exchange for the 
accelerated development of the economy. The environment inevitably not only brings 
pollution and resource consumption, but also disputes a number of associated 
triggered by environmental tort civil. In recent years, the government of the 
administrative regions which the author lives in mobilized the peasants to develop 
aquaculture, but as a result of the lack of scientific planning and guidance, as well as 
factors such as poor implementation of the policy, the surrounding environment 
damage were caused, even to the neighboring provinces, and also disputed a lot of 
neighboring environmental tort. Since the adjacent environmental tort involves legal, 
policy and even the local customs, a headache is caused to the courts in dealing with 
such cases. The adjacent environment tort and its remedies have become a major 
problem in development of rural economic and environment. In academia there are 
neighboring relations and tort relations ,which are the mainly Infringing theories on 
the legal relationship between the adjacent environment. The author deems that the 
adjacent environmental tort is based on neighboring relations and is subject to 
adjustment in tort neighboring relations, and will make a thorough inquiry of rural 
neighboring relations and environmental tort law remedies by the analysis of a. This 
paper is divided into three parts in addition to the introduction and conclusions.  
The case citation introduces a case of an adjacent hazardous pollution between 
Liu and Wei, leads to the central issue discussed in this article, namely how to identify 
adjacent environmental tort. 
Chapter I introduce the concepts of environmental rights and the adjacent 
environment tort, as well as domestic and international legal regulation ,such as  
"immssion" of Germany, "private nuisance" of the U.S, and "endure limit theory" of 
Japan, and also law of Taiwan on adjacent environmental tort is a strong reference too. 
Chapter II describes the standards, of the adjacent environment tort and put 
forward the views of the author by analyzing the case. 
Chapter III Analysis of the current situation and the plight of the current rural 















And proposed the operation of adjacent rural environment tort remedies in public law 
and private law, and put forward the views of how to the resolve the conflict between 
public law and private law remedies. 
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案  引 
原告刘某与被告危某均系龙岩市武平县某镇某村同一村民小组的居民，被告
危某于 2007 年建造房屋，原告刘某于 2009 年建造房屋，双方均经政府合法审批，
并取得土地使用权证。双方房屋相近，中间隔有一块空地。2009 年，被告危某
未经有权机关的审批许可，擅自在空地上搭建猪舍，至 2012 年扩建成一座占地
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